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ADINGFAVORIT is an acrylic system for construction of tennis courts, categorized and certified 
in accordance with ITF (International Tennis Federation). This acrylic sports system has been 
continuously used for more than 20 years and it has proven to be long-lasting and a high-
quality solution for indoor and outdoor tennis courts whilst it is also easy to maintain and clean. 
Furthermore, tennis courts made with ADINGFAVORIT can be used even when the ground is wet. 
The constant product improvements and the innovations by our engineers, make ADINGFAVORIT 
a brand used for professional purposes, and a brand which is categorized as a medium fast base 
for sports speed game conforming to ITF Category 3 - Medium.

 Ш
With ADINGFAVORIT you get monolithic and waterproof sports ground, which is 
permanently and firmly glued for the substrate, with large resistance to abrasion and 
UV radiation, that simultaneously represents decorative and aesthetic  solution in the 
relevant space.
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WHAT IS REQUIRED FOR A CONSTRUCTION?

ADINGFAVORIT is placed on a solid ASPHALT or REINFORCED CONCRETE substrate, noting that 
before  construction of ADINGFAVORIT, it is mandatory to perform fall/slope of the substrate. This 
slope  should be even over the entire surface, from one end to the other or from one corner to the other. 
For more efficient drainage, it is best for the slope to be with shorter dimension and it should be  from 
0.83% (1:120) to 1% (1:100).

* Orientation NORTH - SOUTH because of the opportunity to use the pitch over the whole day without                            
obstructions from sun rays.

Construction of the ADINGFAVORIT system on ASPHALT SUBSTRATE 

This substrate is more elastic, more economical and easier to conduct, but it is not possible to bring and 
make asphalt everywhere. The asphalt AB 11 (AB 8) should be with thickness from at least 5 cm.

Construction of the ADINGFAVORIT SYSTEM ON REINFORCED - CONCRETE SUBSTRATE

To make this base, the reinforced concrete slab should have a strength of min. C25 / 30, it should be 
waterproofed and while making should be split on two working fields with dilatation joint on the place 
where the tennis network will be set. The concrete should be at least 28 days old before application of 
the ADINGFAVORIT system.

Lastly, the courts are marked with acrylic color for labelling concrete and asphalt  surfaces - 
ADINGMARKER.

ADINGMARKER

  ADINGFAVORIT-COLOURED

ADINGFAVORI-PUTTY

PRIMER - V
ASPHALT AB 11 (AV 8)
min 5 cm

GRAVEL SUBBASE (CBR 80)
min 30 cm

GEOTEXTILE

ADINGMARKER

ADINGFAVORIT-COLOURED

ADINGFAVORIT-PUTTY

PRIMER-V
WATERPROOF REINFORCED 
CONCRETE SLAB (AB PLATE) D=min 8 cm

GRAVEL SUBBASE (CBR 80)
min 30 cm

WATERPROOF FOIL

GEOTEXTILE

0,83 to1%

0,83 to 1%
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GREEN                                                  LIGHT GREEN BLUE                                                   LIGHT BLUE 

RED                                                            VIOLET YELLOW                                                     ORANGE

GREY                                                          SAND                                                        GRAPHITE

COLOR CARD

* Small deviations are possible due to consequences related to printing reasons

Company for production of chemical materials for construction since 1969
ADING AD SKOPJE, Novoselski pat (st. 1409) no. 11, 1060 Skopje, Republic of North Macedonia 
tel .: + 389 / 2 2034 840; Email: ading@ading.com.mk; www.ading.com.mk

ADINGFAVORIT is an excellent and permanent solution for construction of floors for other sports 
purposes for recreational use (recreational trails, basketball, handball and football courts etc.) which is 
widely applied in urban environments.


